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The work presented in this paper describes the application of a multiblock gridding strategy to
the solution of aerodynamic design optimization problems involving complex configurations. The
design process is parallelized using the MPI (Message Passing Interface) Standard such that it
can be efficiently run on a variety of distributed memory systems ranging from traditional parallel
computers to networks of workstations. Substantial improvements to the parallel performance of
the baseline method are presented, with particular attention to their impact on the scalability of
the program as a function of the mesh size. Drag minimization calculations at a fixed coefficient of
lift are presented for a business jet configuration that includes the wing, body, pylon, aft-mounted
nacelle, and vertical and horizontal tails. An aerodynamic design optimization is performed with
both the Euler and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations governing the flow solu-
tion and the results are compared. These sample calculations establish the feasibility of efficient
aerodynamic optimization of complete aircraft configurations using the RANS equations as the flow
model. There still exists, however, the need for detailed studies of the importance of a true viscous
adjoint method which holds the promise of tackling the minimization of not only the wave and
induced components of drag, but also the viscous drag.
INTRODUCTION
During the course of the last few years, there has
been a concentrated effort within our group to de-
velop fast and efficient methods for the solution of
viscous fluid flows over complex aircraft configura-
tions. The path to achieve this goal has seen nu-
merous improvements in convergence acceleration
techniques (multigrid, implicit residual averaging),
viscous discretization algorithms, higher order dis-
sipation schemes for shock capturing and boundary
layer resolution, unstructured and multiblock grid
approaches, and parallel implementations based on
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domain decomposition ideas [30, 50, 43, 49, 2, 1].
The combination of all these factors has resulted in
a variety of flow solvers that adhere to the highest
standards of accuracy and efficiency.
Although direct flow analysis of existing configu-
rations has in the past provided the aircraft de-
signer with invaluable information to overcome a
wide range of problems, there is the need for Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods which,
in addition, provide information about geometry
changes that are necessary to improve an existing
design with respect to a pre-specified figure of merit.
It is within this framework where the utilization of
fast solution techniques is of utmost importance.
Most effective aerodynamic optimization methods
are based on the calculation of the derivatives of the
figure of merit with respect to the design variables
in the problem. Unfortunately, the calculation of
these derivatives using the straightforward method
of finitedifferencingis usuallyprohibitivelyexpen-
sive. Whileit is possibleto performaerodynamic
optimizationon a limitedclassof problemsusing
the finitedifferenceapproach[19,18,51,44,42],
largescaleproblemsthat areof thegreatestengi-
neeringinterestdonot belongto thisclass.An al-
ternativetechniquefirst suggestedfor problemsin-
volvingpartialdifferentialequationsbyLions[40],
andextendedforthetreatmentofcompressibleflow
byJameson[23,24]is thecontroltheoryapproach.
Thismethodologyemployscontroltheoryappliedto
systemsgovernedbypartialdifferentialequationsto
deriveaco-stateoradjointsystemofequations.This
adjointequationhassimilarcomplexityto theflow
solution,andallowsthecalculationof thecomplete
gradientof thefigureofmeritwitha costwhichis
essentiallyindependentofthenumberofdesignvari-
ablesin theproblem.
Thecomputationalcostofperformingviscousbased
designis considerablyargerthan for designusing
theEulerequationsbecause:a) thenumberofmesh
pointsmustbeincreasedbyafactorofaboutfiveto
resolveboundarylayersandwakes,b) thereis the
additionalcostofcomputingtheviscoustermsanda
turbulencemodel,andc)Navier-Stokescalculations
generallyconvergemuchmoreslowlythanEulerso-
lutionsbecauseof stiffnessarisingfromthehighly
stretchedboundarylayercells.Therefore,thecom-
putationalfeasibilityofviscousdesignhingesonthe
developmentof a rapidlyconvergentNavier-Stokes
flowsolverwhichisableto handlecomplexconfigu-
rationsandisefficientlyimplementedonthecurrent
generationofdistributedmemoryarchitectures.
With this in mind,thelogicalapproachto thesolu-
tionoftheaerodynamicdesignproblemisto linkto-
getherfastiterativesolversandtheadjointsolution
methodologyin orderto producea computational
methodwhichcanaddresstheneedsof theaircraft
designer:highsolutionaccuracy,fast turnaround,
geometricomplexity,andautomatedshapedesign.
Evenwith theuseof anadjointsolver,largescale
designproblemsusingthe Navier-Stokesquations
thatareconsideredinthisworkrequiremassivecom-
putationalresources.Futureworkwill placeeven
moreextremedemandsonthecomputationalpower
needed.Therefore,it wasdecidedto attempto ex-
ploitthepowerofemergingdistributedmemorypar-
allelcomputerswithefficientstandardizedmessage-
passingimplementations.Thus,muchemphasisn
thispaperhasbeenplaced,notonlyondemonstrat-
ingtheviabilityofperformingautomaticdesignson
complexconfigurations,but alsoonminimizingthe
communicationoverheadincurredby mappingthe
methodontoeitherparallelcomputersorclustersof
workstations.
In this paperwepresentoneof thepossiblevaria-
tionsoftheadjointbased esigntechniquefor com-
plexgeometries,wheretheflowandadjointsolvers
havebeenimplementedusinga multiblockstrat-
egy.BoththeEulerandReynoldsAveragedNavier-
Stokesequationsareusedto solvedragminimiza-
tionproblems.In bothcircumstances,theadjoint
systemsolvedto obtainthe sensitivityof the fig-
ureof meritwith respecto thedesignvariablesis
basedon the inviscid equations only. The authors
feel that the effective use of a viscous adjoint in a re-
alistic design environment will require much further
development and validation work. Furthermore, the
approach presented here is a natural evolution of our
previous work [50, 43, 49] which had already been
extended to treat inviscid flows over complex config-
urations. The work directed towards the improve-
ment of the parallel performance of the method was
motivated by an interest in demonstrating the per-
formance of the method on computational platforms
which do not possess the bandwidth and latency that
is realizable on highly integrated parallel machines.
CONTROL THEORY FORMULATION
FOR SHAPE DESIGN
The presentation of the control theory approach to
optimal design is well documented elsewhere [23, 28],
and only a brief summary is given here.
The progress of the design procedure is measured in
terms of a cost function I, which could be, for exam-
ple, the drag coefficient or the lift to drag ratio. For
the flow about an airfoil or wing, the aerodynamic
properties which define the cost function are func-
tions of the flow-field variables (w) and the physical
location of the boundary, which may be represented
by the function 5r, say. Then
I = I (w,7),
and a change in _- results in a change
OlT aW OlT
_I = -_w + -_-a9 v (1)
in the cost function. Using control theory, the gov-
erning equations of the flow field are introduced as a
constraint in such a way that the final expression for
the gradient does not require multiple flow solutions.
This corresponds to eliminating aw from (1).
Suppose that the governing equation R which ex-
presses the dependence of w and _" within the flow-
field domain D can be written as
R (w, Y) = 0. (2)
In our current work, R may be expressed by either
the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations. Then aw is
determined from the equation
5R= _ww 5w+ _-_ 5_=0. (3)
Next,introducingaLagrangemultiplier¢, wehave
OI T _ OI T
_I ----_w ow -b .__yr
OR
 OF_¢T[ ]OR}+ &f.
Choosing ¢ to satisfy the adjoint equation
¢ = (4)
the first term is eliminated, and we find that
= G,7, (5)
where
oIT cT[ OR]G- 07 •
The advantage is that (5) is independent of _w, with
the result that the gradient of I with respect to an
arbitrary number of design variables can be deter-
mined without the need for additional flow-field eval-
uations. In the case that (2) is a partial differential
equation, the adjoint equation (4) is also a partial
differential equation and determination of the appro-
priate boundary conditions requires careful mathe-
matical treatment.
The computational cost of a single design cycle is
roughly equivalent to the cost of two flow solutions
since the the adjoint problem has similar complexity.
When the number of design variables becomes large,
the computational efficiency of the control theory
approach over traditional finite differencing strate-
gies, which require direct evaluation of the gradients
by individually varying each design variable and re-
computing the flow field, becomes compelling.
Once equation (5) is established, an improvement
can be made with a shape change in the direction of
the negative gradient
where A is positive, and small enough that the first
variation is an accurate estimate of _I. Then
5I : --)k_T_ < 0.
After making such a modification, the gradient can
be recalculated and the process repeated to follow a
path of descent until a minimum is reached. Varia-
tions on the optimization procedure which allow for
the treatment of structural and aerodynamic con-
straints can be readily incorporated in this approach.
MULTIBLOCK FLOW SOLVER
Multiblock strategy
FLO107-MB is a three-dimensional, multiblock, Eu-
ler and Navier-Stokes flow solver suitable for the so-
lution of external and internal flows around complex
configurations. The discretization of the governing
equations of the flow is accomplished using a cell-
centered finite volume method. The flow domain is
divided into a large number of small subdomains,
and the integral form of the conservation laws
O /z wdV + _ F . dS 0Ot
is applied to each subdomain. Here F is the flux
function which can include the viscous fluxes in the
case of the Navier-Stokes equations, w is the vec-
tor of flow variables, and dS is the directed sur-
face element of the boundary B of the domain I).
The use of the integral form has the advantage that
no assumption of the differentiability of the solu-
tion is implied, with the result that it remains a
valid statement for a subdomain containing shock
waves. In general the subdomains could be arbi-
trary, but in this work we use the hexahedral cells
of a multiblock body-conforming curvilinear mesh.
Discretizations of this type reduce to central dif-
ferences on a regular Cartesian grid, and in order
to eliminate possible odd-even decoupling modes al-
lowed by the discretization, some form of artificial
dissipation must be added. Moreover, when shock
waves are present, it is necessary to upwind the dis-
cretization to provide a non-oscillatory capture of
discontinuities. The current version of the multi-
block flow solver accomplishes this task using either
a switched scalar dissipation scheme or the more
sophisticated Convective Upstream Split Pressure
(CUSP) approach, coupled with an Essential Local
Extremum Diminishing (ELED) formulation. De-
tails on these techniques and an extensive validation
of the scheme for both inviscid and viscous flow, can
be found in [26, 27, 54].
In order to apply the finite volume technique to the
solution of flows around complex configurations, we
have chosen to implement a multiblock strategy. In a
multiblock environment, a series of structured blocks
of varying sizes is constructed such that these blocks
fill the complete space and conform to the surface
of the geometry of interest. This segmentation of
the complete domain into smaller blocks avoids the
topological problems present in constructing a grid
around complex configurations and multiply con-
nected regions. The general strategy in the solution
procedure of the multiblock flow solver is to con-
struct a halo of cells which surrounds each block and
contains information from cells in the neighboring
blocks. This halo of cells, when updated at appro-
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priatetimesduringthenumericalprocedure,allows
theflowsolutioninsideeachblockto proceedinde-
pendentlyof theothers.
Thisapproachrequiresestablishingthenumberand
locationof halocellsadjacento blockboundaries
andconstructinglistsof halocellsandtheir inter-
hal counterpartsin theglobalmesh. In ourcase,
wehavechosento carryout thesesetupprocedures
as part of a pre-processingmodule. Duringthe
pre-processingstep,a two-levelhalois constructed
aroundeachblock.Therequirementof thisdouble
haloresultsfromthe necessityto calculateall the
necessaryfluxesfor the internalcellsof eachblock
withoutreferenceto additionalcelllocationsoutside
theblockin question.In particular,thesecondif-
ferencesusedfor thethird orderdissipationterms
requirethe valuesof the flowvariablesin thetwo
neighboringcellsonall sidesofthecellin question.
Aswewill seelater,thisapproachisat theheartof
theparallelimplementationof themethod.
Thesystemof equationsolvedaswellasthesolu-
tionstrategyfollowsthat presentedin manyearlier
works[34,22,21]. Thegoverningequationsofthe
flowmaybewrittenas
Ow Ofi
-_- + _x/---- 0 inD, (6)
where it is convenient to denote the Cartesian coor-
dinates and velocity components by xl, x2, x3 and
ul, u2, u3, and w and fi are defined as
pUl
W = pu2 , fi =
pu3
pE
pui
puiul -b P_il
puiu2 -b p6i2
puiu3 Jr P6i3
pui H
(7)
with 6ij being the Kronecker delta function. Note
that this definition of the flux functions fi corre-
sponds to the Euler equations. They can be ex-
panded to include the appropriate viscous terms
in the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations
without modification to this discussion. Details of
the construction of these viscous fluxes are presented
in the following section. Also,
{p=(?-l) p E-_(u , (8)
and
pH = pE + p (9)
where _, is the ratio of the specific heats. Consider
a transformation to coordinates _i, _2, _3 where
Lo  .J ' J = det(g), LOxjJ"
Introduce scaled contravariant velocity components
as
=
where
Q = JK -1.
The Euler equations can now be written as
OW OFi
0---_--+ -O-_-i: 0 inD, (10)
with
pul pUiui + Qiip
W = J pu2 , Fi = Qijfj = pUiu2 + Qi2p •
pus pUiu3 + Qi3p
pE pUiH
(II)
For the multiblock flow solver, the above notation
applies to each block in turn. The flow is thus deter-
mined as the steady-state solution to equation (10)
in all blocks, subject to the flow tangency or no-slip
conditions on solid boundary faces:
U n=O on allBs (12)
for flow tangency, or
U_i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 on all Bs (13)
for no-slip boundary conditions. In this notation,
is 1, 2, or 3 depending on the direction that is nor-
mal to face Bs where a solid surface is indicated. At
the far field boundary faces, BF, freestream condi-
tions are specified for incoming waves, while outgo-
ing waves are determined by the solution.
The time integration scheme follows that used in the
single block solver [34]. The solution proceeds by
performing the cell flux balance, updating the flow
variables, and smoothing the residuals at each stage
of the time-stepping scheme and at each level of the
multigrid cycle. The main difference in the inte-
g-ration strategy is the need to loop over all blocks
during each stage of the process. The use of the
double-halo configuration permits standard single-
block subroutines to be used, without modification,
for the computation of the flow field within each indi-
vidual block. This includes the single-block subrou-
tines for convective and dissipative flux discretiza-
tion, viscous discretization, multistage time step-
ping, and multigrid convergence acceleration.
The only difference between the integration strate-
gies is in the implementation of the residual aver-
aging technique. In the single-block solution strat-
egy, tridiagonal systems of equations are set up and
solved using flow information from the entire grid.
Thus, each residual is replaced by a weighted av-
erage of itself and the residuals of its neighbors in
the entire grid. In the multiblock strategy, the sup-
port for the residual smoothing is reduced to the ex-
tent of each block, in order to eliminate the need to
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solvescalartridiagonalsystemspanningtheblocks,
whichwouldincurapenaltyincommunicationcosts.
Dependingonthetopologyoftheoverallmesh,the
setupof tridiagonalsystemsthat followcoordinate
linesmaylosethephysicalinterpretationthatit had
in thesingleblockimplementation.Thischangehas
noeffectonthefinalconvergedsolution,andin all
applicationsof thesolverhasnot ledto anyreduc-
tion in therateofconvergence.
Viscous discretization
In order to include the viscous terms of the Navier-
Stokes equations into the spatial discretization
scheme it is necessary to approximate the velocity
derivatives _ which constitute the stress tensor
Oxj
aij. These derivatives may be evaluated by apply-
ing the Gauss formula to a control volume V with
boundary S:
OUidVfv Oxj = fsu'n d" ,
where _j is the outward normal. For a hexahedral
cell this gives
Oui_ 1
s, (14)
Oz_ V faces
where _i is an estimate of the average of ui over the
face, nj is the jth component of the normal, and S
is the face area.
In a cell centered scheme, the integration is carried
out on a dual mesh obtained by connecting the cen-
ters of the computational cells in the original mesh.
This process yields an approximation of the stress
tensor at the vertices of the original computational
mesh. Once the stress tensor is computed at the
cell vertices, it is averaged at the face centers before
computing the viscous flux balance. This discretiza-
tion is very efficient because it does not require the
evaluation of the gradients separately for each cell
face. However, as a consequence of the averaging
process, the discretization may admit odd/even de-
coupling modes. These modes should be damped by
the third-order artificial dissipation already added to
damp the odd/even modes arising from the central
difference approximation of the convective terms.
Alternatively, it is possible to add a correction sten-
cil to the velocity gradients calculated at the ver-
tices to approximately convert it to a more compact
stencil characteristic of a face-centered approach [31]
without increasing the computational cost. The first
approached described is used here.
The implementation of this discretization procedure
for the viscous terms in the multiblock method re-
quires only a single halo for the both the flow values
and the grid locations.
MULTIBLOCK DESIGN STRATEGY
With the discussion of the multiblock flow solver
completed, we will now describe the adjoint based
design methodology. The development and imple-
mentation of adjoint approaches for aerodynamic
shape optimization has reached a stage of maturity
in which problems of practical interest are starting
to be considered. In one of our recent publications,
both transonic and supersonic shape optimizations
were performed for complex aircraft configurations
subject to a variety of geometric constraints [49]. Al-
though the inviscid Euler equations were used as the
core CFD algorithm for these design calculations,
an accompanying paper at the same conference pre-
sented the derivation of a viscous adjoint algorithm
and demonstrated a preliminary wing-body design
capability using a viscous flow solver coupled with
an inviscid adjoint solver [32]. The methodology pre-
sented here will follow this latter approach to allow
for the capability of complete aircraft shape design
in the presence of viscous effects.
The course of action can be described as follows:
first, the structured multiblock Navier-Stokes flow
solver described in the previous section replaces the
inviscid multiblock method used in reference [49].
Therefore, although the expression for the cost func-
tion does not include viscosity related items, it re-
flects the effects of the presence of the boundary
layer. The ability to perform inviscid design cal-
culations is retained with a simple input flag. The
gradient of the cost function with respect to geomet-
ric design variables is then calculated via the solution
of the inviscid adjoint system of [49].
The lack of a viscous adjoint solver corresponding
to the viscous flow solver has various important im-
plications. First and foremost is the fact that the
use of an Euler adjoint is mathematically inconsis-
tent with a cost function evaluated via a set of vis-
cous governing equations. Therefore, it is impossible
to obtain gradients from this approach that match
those obtained using finite differencing. However,
for problems of engineering interest, the objective is
not necessarily to find the true optimum at all cost,
but to get within a reasonable vicinity of the mini-
mum for a cost that is acceptable.
It is interesting to note that other design approaches
also suffer from a similar inconsistency for reasons
of engineering interest. Quasi-inverse design meth-
ods such as those used by Campbell [10, 11] as-
sume a relationship between the pressure distribu-
tion and the local surface curvature. This relation-
ship effectively provides an inconsistent gradient in
order to obtain improved designs. In reference [11]
the idea has been pursued in applications using the
Navier-Stokes equations. These approaches, which
may be applicable for a small sub-class of problems,
arelikelyto fail in situationswheretheheuristicas-
sumptionsusedto obtaingradientinformationcease
to bevalid.
With theseideasin mind,it is importantto con-
siderboththeadvantagesandthelimitationsof the
presentdesigntechnique.If theaerodynamicfigure
ofmeritto beminimizedhasadirectdependenceon
viscositysuchasthroughthefrictiondrag,theap-
proachis renderedinvalidsincetheinviscidadjoint
systemlacksdirectsensitivityto viscosity.However,
forproblemsin whichviscosityplaysanindirectrole
theproposedesigntechniqueisboundto produce
usefulresults.Someimportantaerodynamicshape
optimizationproblemsfall intothis lattercategory.
Takeforexampletheproblemofpressuredragmin-
imizationfor commercialtransportaircraft.With-
outbreakthroughsin eitherlaminarflowcontrolor
turbulentskinfrictionreductiontechnologies,most
of the aerodynamicperformanceimprovementsat-
tainablefor a givenconfigurationcanbeachieved
throughpressuredragminimization(bothinduced
dragandwavedrag).In addition,sincethepressure
gradientnormalto aviscousboundarylayerforair-
craftat cruiseconditionsisnegligible,thepursuitof
inviscidmethodsfor aerodynamicshapeoptimiza-
tionhasyieldedmoderatesuccess[15,50,49].
However,invisciddesignmethodsmustbeusedcau-
tiouslyevenforinversepressuredistributionorpres-
suredragminimizationproblems,sincetheviscous
effectswill indirectlyalter thesequantities.The
mostnoticeableffectisdueto theboundarylayer
displacementthickness.Themagnitudeandimpor-
tanceof theeffectivechangesin wingshapecaused
bythepresenceoftheboundarylayerdependonthe
flowfield in question,andgenerallybecomemore
pronouncedundertransonicconditions.The po-
sitionand strengthof shockwavesaswellasthe
levelofpressurerecoveryat thetrailingedgecanbe
stronglyimpactedby theexistenceof a boundary
layer. In transonicflow,it is thushighlydesirable
to takeviscouseffectsintoaccountwhendesigning
theaerodynamicshapeOfa wingto minimizepres-
suredrag.
Whentheeffectof theboundarylayerontheouter
flowcouplesverystrongly,asis thecaseattransonic
buffetorat maximumlift coefficientconditions,the
ability to performmeaningfuldesignwithouta vis-
cousadjointcanbequestioned.
In summary,a designmethodologyhasbeendevel-
opedthat usestheNavier-Stokesequationsfor the
flowsolutionandaninviscidadjointformulationto
obtaingradientinformation.Thismethodissuitable
foralargeclassofproblemsofpracticalaerodynamic
interest.Forproblemsin whichtheviscouseffects
dominatethebehaviorof theflow,theviscousfor-
mulationof theadjointequationsmorethanlikely
will benecessary.It is ourintentionto pursuethis
issuefurtherin thecomingmonths.
Adjoint Solver
The mathematical development of the inviscid ad-
joint equations used in this research has been exten-
sively discussed in our earlier work [23, 24, 25, 29, 45,
33, 46, 47, 48, 50]. An introductory treatment of the
derivation of a viscous adjoint has been given in ref-
erence [32]. In this section we present a short review
of the development of the inviscid adjoint equations
for the illustrative problem of pressure drag mini-
mization subject to a variety of constraints.
I= Co
= CA cos a + CN sin a
I/L= Sref s Cp (S_ cos _ + Sy sin _) d_l d_2,
where Sz and S v define projected surface areas, Sre f
is the reference area, and d_l and d_2 are the two
coordinate indices that are in the plane of the face
in question. Note that the integral in the final ex-
pression above is carried out over all solid boundary
faces. The design problem is now treated as a control
problem where the control function is the geometry
shape, which is chosen to minimize I, subject to the
constraints defined by the flow equations. A vari-
ation in the shape will cause a variation 6/) in the
pressure and consequently a variation in the cost
function
OCD 6C£
6I = _Cm + Oot
where _CD is the variation due to changes in the
design parameters with a fixed. To treat the prob-
lem of practical design, drag must be minimized at
a fixed lift coefficient. Thus an additional constraint
is given by
5CL = O,
which yields
OC L (_Ol.$CL+ 0_ =0.
Combining these two expressions to eliminate 5_
gives
6I=SCD (°°-_-_) _'_ (15)
Since p depends on w through the equation of state,
the variation 5p can be determined from the vari-
ation 5w. If a fixed computational domain is used,
the variations in the shape result in variations in the
mapping derivatives. Define the Jacobian matrices
0A
Ai = -_w' Ci = QIjAj. (16)
Thenthe equationfor _w in thesteadystatebe-
comes
0 (SFi) -- 0, (17)
where in the domain
5Fi = C_6w + _i (Qi_) f_,
and on the solid surface,
/°//°Q,I15p 5 (Q,71)6F, = Q,25p + p _ (Q,_) on any Bs.Q,3@ ,_(Q,3)
0 0
(18)
Now, multiplying equation (17) by a vector co-state
variable ¢, assuming the result is differentiable, and
integrating by parts over the entire domain,
f. " (19)
where _i are components of a unit vector normal to
the boundary. Equation (19) can now be subtracted
from equation (15) without changing the value of
5I. Then ¢ may be chosen to cancel the explicit
terms in 5w and 5p. For this purpose ¢ is set to the
steady-state solution of the adjoint equation
0¢ T 0_
Ci -_--_ =0 inD,
uqi
with the surface boundary condition
(20)
(¢2Q,1 + ¢3Q_2 + CaQ,3) = Q on all Bs, (21)
where
1
1 2 { (Sx cos a + Su sin _)
_'yM_Sre f
+_ (Su cosa - Sx sins)}.
Q
At internal block boundaries, the face integrals can-
cel from the contributions of the adjacent blocks. At
the far field the choice of the adjoint boundary con-
ditions depends on whether the flow is subsonic or
supersonic. For subsonic flow, so long as the outer
domain is very far from the configuration of interest,
we may set
¢1-5=0 on all BF.
It is noted that the waves in the adjoint problem
propagate in the opposite direction to those in the
flow problem because of the transpose in equation
(20).
Finally we obtain the expression
51= 1 fro Cp{(SS_cosa+SS_sinc_)Sref ---s
+_ (5S u cos _ - 5S_ sin _)} d_ld_2
+fD TO
In order to evaluate the changes in the cost from
the above expression, the function ¢ must be de-
fined through the solution of (20). A major dif-
ference between the development of adjoint solvers
presented by our group and those cited in refer-
ences [4, 5, 6, 8, 7, 13, 14, 9, 38, 36, 20, 41, 37, 35] is
that we have relied on a continuous formulation. In
this formulation the adjoint system of equations is
derived starting from the continuous governing equa-
tions to produce a set of continuous co-state equa-
tions including boundary conditions. This set of co-
state equations is then discretized for computational
analysis as a final step. A discrete formulation in-
terchanges the order of these operations by starting'
from the discrete governing equations and employing
linear algebra to obtain a discrete adjoint system. It
is useful to note that the final results from these two
approaches can be explained as alternate discretiza-
tions of the continuous adjoint formulation.
This subtle difference in the order of the adjoint and
discretization operations has several important im-
plications. Some of these differences have been ex-
plored in detail in the first author's Ph.D. disser-
tation [52] as well as in the recent work by Ander-
son and Venkatakrishnan [3]. For purposes of the
present work, it is important to focus on one partic-
ular difference between the continuous and discrete
adjoints. If a discrete approach is followed, gradi-
ents obtained via either the resulting adjoint or di-
rectly through finite differences should converge to
the same result. Hence, the very idea of using an
inviscid adjoint for a viscous state equation would
not exist. The combination of methods used in this
paper is derived from the natural flexibility of em-
ploying a continuous adjoint formulation.
Details of the particular discretization used here are
covered in reference [52]. The discrete adjoint sys-
tem is solved in precisely the same manner as the
flow equations. More details of the approach as well
as the development for other cost functions have
been presented in references [25, 29, 33, 46, 47, 50,
43, 49].
Design Variables and Underlying
Geometry Database
Even with the rapid developments of the last few
years regarding the derivation and implementation
of adjointsolvers,manyunresolvedissuesrequire
furtherresearchefforts.Not the leastof thesere-
mainingdifficultiesis theprecisedescriptionofthe
machineryusedtomodifytheshapeofinterest.This
choicedirectlyaffectsotheraspectsofthedesignal-
gorithm.Observingthat equation(22)requiresnot
onlytheflowandtheadjointsolutions,butalsovari-
ationsin themeshmetrics,weseetheimportanceof
choosingthedesignvariableformulation.In order
to obtainallthediscretegradientcomponentsfrom
equation(22)it will benecessaryeitherto develop
ananalyticexpressionforthevariationinmeshmet-
ricsor to calculatethemdirectly.Theavailabilityof
this choicewill bedeterminedbythechoiceof the
designvariableformulation.
Availablechoicesforthedesignvariablesspanawide
spectrumrangingfromemployingthe locationsof
theactualmeshpoints,to relyingon theanalytic
controlpointsusedin a CADdefinitionof thege-
ometry.
In thecaseof usingtheactualmeshpoints,noun-
derlyinggeometrydatabasexists.Constraints,if
present,mustbeimposedirectlyonthelocationsof
thesemeshpoints.Thisapproachwillsurelyprove
problematicin general.Consider,for examplethe
difficultiesinvolvedin theimpositionofa wingfuel
volumeconstraint. In addition,the treatmentof
surfaceintersections( uchasthewing-body)raises
difficultiesfor thisapproachsincethepathforthe
motionof the meshpointslying directlyon these
intersectionsi ill-defined.
However,anadvantageofusingthemeshpointsas
designvariablesis that,whencombinedwithanan-
alyticmeshmappingtransformation,thecalculation
of thegradientcanbeperformedwithoutexplicitly
computingthevariationsin themeshmetrics.Un-
fortunately,obtainingsuchageneralmappingtrans-
formationincreasesin difficultywithaddedgeomet-
ric complexity.
The alternativeOfusingan underlyinggeometry
database,whichmaybemodifiedeitherby thedi-
rect applicationof designvariablesor by changes
in the coefficientsof its possiblyanalyticdefini-
tion, alsohasits advantages.First, sincetheraw
unintersectedgeometriesareavailable,constraints
anddesignchangesaffectingintersectionsareeas-
ily treated.Thiscanbedonewithoutregardto the
actualmeshthat is usedfor the flowandadjoint
calculations.However,thesestrengthsarecounter-
balancedbythefactthat additionalcomputational
workisrequiredto calculatethemeshmetricvaria-
tions.
In thecurrentresearch,wehaveusedanunderlying
geometrydatabasewherea setof simplegeometric
entities,suchaswingsandbodies,areinputto the
designalgorithmin additionto themultiblockmesh
usedforthecalculations.Designvariableswhichare
definedasasetof analyticshapefunctionsareap-
plieddirectlyto thesegeometricentities.Linearand
nonlineargeometriconstraintsarethenevaluated
on theseprimaryentities.At anyparticularpoint
in thedesignprocess,changesto themeshsurfaces
areobtainedbyfirst intersectingall of thegeomet-
ricentitiesto constructa setof parametricsurfaces
representingthecompleteconfiguration.Theloca-
tionof eachsurfacemeshpointonthisparametric
representationfthegeometryisdeterminedforthe
initial configurationi a pre-processingstep.Thus,
theresultsofthispre-processedmappingfrompara-
metricgeometryto thecomputationalsurfacemesh
pointsis alsoa part of the necessaryinput. The
perturbedsurfacemeshpoint locationsaredeter-
minedby evaluatingtheparametricgeometrysur-
facesat thesepredeterminedlocations.Oncethe
surfacemeshpointshavebeenupdated,thevolume
meshmaybeperturbed(seefollowingsectionon
meshmotion)andeitherthegradientorthesolution
canbecalculated.Theimportantfeatureofthisap-
proachis that asetofsimplegeometricentitieslies
at thecoreof theentiredesignprocess.Thistech-
niqueretainsthetypicalwayin whichaerodynamic
vehiclesaredefined,andprovidestrictcontrolover
howsurfaceintersectionsaretreated.Furthermore,
sincethechosendesignvariablesactdirectlyonthe
geometricentities,at theendof thedesignprocess
theseentitiesmaybeoutputfor futureanalysis.
In thecurrentimplementation,inputgeometricen-
tities are restrictedto thosedefinedby setsof
points.However,in thefuture,CADentitiessuch
asNURBSsurfaceswill alsoservethisrole,thereby
allowingboth the input andtheoutput fromthe
aerodynamicsurfaceoptimizationmethodto inter-
facedirectlywitha CADdatabase.
Mesh Perturbation Algorithm
After we have applied a set of design variables to the
underlying geometry and mapped these changes to
changes in the computational surface mesh points,
two related tasks remain. For gradient calculations,
variations in the mesh metrics must be calculated.
In addition, when a design step is to be taken it must
be possible to deform the entire mesh to accommo-
date design changes. Both tasks are accomplished
in this work by the approach presented in references
[49] and are only outlined here.
Since it would be difficult in the current applica-
tion to obtain an explicit relationship between ar-
bitrary surface changes and variations in the multi-
block mesh metrics, these latter quantities are cal-
culated by finite differences. This approach avoids
theuseof multipleflowsolutionsto determinethe
gradient,but it unfortunatelystill requiresthemesh
to beregeneratedrepeatedly.Thenumberof mesh
generationsrequiredis proportionalto the num-
berof designvariables.Theinherentdifficultyin
the approachis two-fold. First, for complicated
three-dimensionalconfigurations,ellipticor hyper-
bolic partial differentialequationsmustnormally
besolvediterativelyin orderto obtainacceptably
smoothmeshes.Theseiterativemeshgeneration
proceduresareusuallycomputationallyexpensive.
In theworstcasetheyapproachthecostoftheflow
solutionprocess.Thustheuseof finitedifference
methodsforobtainingmetricvariationsincombina-
tionwith aniterativemeshgeneratorleadsto com-
putationalcostswhichstronglyhingeonthenum-
berofdesignvariables,despitetheuseofanadjoint
solverto eliminatetheflowvariablevariations.Sec-
ond,multiblockmeshgenerationis by nomeansa
trivialtask.In factnomethodcurrentlyexiststhat
allowsthis to beaccomplishedasa completelyau-
tomaticprocessfor complexthree-dimensionalcon-
figurations.
Here,thesedifficultiesareovercomethroughthe
useof a meshperturbationtechnique.In this ap-
proach,ahighqualitymeshappropriatefortheflow
solveris first generatedby anyavailableprocedure
priorto thestart of thedesign.In examplesto be
shownlater, thesemesheswerecreatedusingthe
Gridgensoftwaredevelopedby Pointwise,Inc.[53].
This initial meshbecomesthe basisfor all subse-
quentmesheswhichareobtainedby analyticper-
turbations.
In orderto perturbthe multiblockmesh,twoca-
pabilitiesare required. First, the blockcorners,
edgesandfacesmustbemovedin a mannerthat
followsthedesiredgeometrichangesandsimulta-
neouslyretainsmeshcontinuitythroughoutthedo-
main. Thesecondrequirementis to moveall the
pointsinteriorto eachblocksuchthat the spac-
ing distributionsand smoothnessof the original
meshareretained.This latter requirementis ac-
complishedby theWARP3Dalgorithm[43].Since
ourcurrentflowsolveranddesignalgorithmassume
a point-to-pointmatchbetweenblocks,eachblock
maybeindependentlyperturbedbyWARP3D,pro-
videdthat perturbedsurfacesaretreatedcontinu-
ouslyacrossblockboundaries.Themethodology
usedto achievethefirst requirementof maintain-
ingcontinuityin theblockingstructureisgivenas
follows:
1. All facesthat aredirectlyaffectedbythedesign
variables(activefaces)areexplicitlyperturbed.
2. All edgesthat touchan activeface,eitherin
thesameblockor in anadjacentblock,areim-
plicitlyperturbedby asimplearc-length-based
algorithm.
3. All inactivefacesthateitherincludeanimplic-
itly perturbededgeor abut to anactiveface
areimplicitlyperturbedby aquasi-3Dformof
WARP3D.
4. WARP3Disusedoneachblockthathasoneor
moreexplicitlyor implicitlyperturbedfacesto
determinetheadjustedinteriorpoints.
Notethat muchof themesh,especiallyawayfrom
thesurfaces,willnotrequiremeshperturbationsand
thusmayremainfixedthroughtheentiredesignpro-
cess.Closeto thesurfaces,manyblockswill either
containanactivefaceor toucha blockwhichcon-
tainsanactiveface,eitherbyanedgeorbyacorner.
Asthedesignvariationsaffectheactivefaces,the
aboveschemensuresthat theentiremeshwill re-
mainattachedalongblockboundaries.Addedcom-
plexityis neededto accomplishstep(2) sincethe
connectivityof thevariousedgesandcornersmust
beindicatedsomehow.Currently,pointersto and
froma setof masteredgesandmastercornersare
determinedasapre-processingstep.Duringthede-
signcalculation,perturbationsto anyedgesorcor-
nersarefedto thesemasteredgesandmastercor-
nerswhichin turncommunicatehesechangesto all
connectededgesandcorners.
Sincethis meshperturbationalgorithmis explicit
it is possibleto workout theanalyticvariationsin
themetrictermsrequiredfor equation(22). This
approachwasfollowedin [46]. Howeversincethe
meshperturbationalgorithmthatisusedin thecur-
rentpaperwassignificantlymorecomplex,andit
wasdiscoveredthat the computationalcostof re-
peatedlyusingtheblockperturbationalgorithmwas
withinreason,finitedifferenceswereusedto calcu-
late5Qij instead of deriving the exact analytical re-
lationships.
Optimization Algorithm and
Problem Constraints
With all of the machinery to obtain gradients for an
arbitrary set of design variables in place, it remains
as a final detail to outline the numerical optimization
algorithm and the imposition of constraints. The
NPSOL optimization algorithm employed here was
chosen because of its extensive past use on aero-
dynamic optimization problems, and its treatment
of both linear and nonlinear inequality constraints.
NPSOL [16] is a sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) method in which the search direction is calcu-
lated by solving the quadratic subproblem where the
Hessian is defined by a quasi-Newton approximation
of an augmented Lagrangian merit function. The
Lagrangemultipliersin thismeritfunctionserveto
scaletheeffectofanynonlinearconstraintsthatthe
designmaycontain.Linearconstraintsaretreated
bysolvingthequadraticsubproblemsuchthat the
searchdirectionremainsin feasiblespace.A com-
pletetreatmentof themethodandotheroptimiza-
tionstrategiesi givenin [17].
Theentiredesignprocedureisoutlinedbelow:
1. Decomposethemultiblockmeshintoanappro-
priatenumberofprocessors,andcreatelistsof
pointersforthecommunicationftheprocessor
halocells.
2. Solvetheflowfieldgoverningequations(6-11)
for eachdesignpoint.
3. Solvetheadjointequations(20)subjecto the
boundarycondition(21)foreachdesignpoint.
4. Foreachof the n design variables repeat the
following:
* Perturb the design variable by a finite step
to modify the geometric entities.
* Reintersect the geometric entities and
form parametric geometry surfaces.
• Explicitly perturb all face mesh points af-
fected by the geometry changes by evalu-
ating their locations on the parametric ge-
ometries.
• Implicitly perturb all faces that share an
edge with an explicitly perturbed face.
• Obtain the perturbed internal mesh point
locations via WARP3D for those blocks
with perturbed faces.
• Calculate all the delta metric terms, 5Qi5,
within those blocks that were perturbed
using finite differencing.
• Integrate equation (22) to obtain 51 for
those blocks that contain nonzero 5Qi,j,
and for each design variable, to determine
the gradient component.
5. Calculate the search direction and perform a
line search via NPSOL.
6. Return to (2) if a minimum has not been
reached.
PARALLELIZATION STRATEGY
Communication Management
Efficient parallel computation on a set of distributed
processors is achieved by a combination of minimiz-
ing the overhead of communication between these
processors and balancing the partitioned workload
among them. The first obvious choice in order to im-
prove parallel performance is then to minimize the
amount of communication required between proces-
sors. This includes minimizing the number of mes-
sages sent and received (latency) as well as the total
amount of data to be transferred (bandwidth). Fur-
ther improvement may be achieved by using other
techniques such as latency hiding and scheduled
communication, if either the problem or the specific
architecture of the distributed platform allow it.
Latency hiding is in itself a form of local paral-
lelism, where the communication and computations
of an individual node proceed concurrently with each
other. This benefit is accomplished by initiating the
bi-directional asynchronous communication as soon
as the data to be passed has been updated and in
such a manner that calculations that can be done
(without updated data from remote nodes) are per-
formed while the communication continues in the
background.
In the case of networks which utilize a collision-
detection based protocol (e.g., ethernet), scheduled
information transfer may help reduce the commu-
nication overhead. A consequence of the collision-
detection mechanism is that the effective bandwidth
of a saturated network is degraded since a portion of
it is wasted when two or more processors are trying
to initiate communication simultaneously. Hence, by
scheduling or synchronizing the messages between
processors, one can minimize this deterioration in
performance. On the other hand, the current gener-
ation of parallel computers typically include a net-
working environment which is capable of sustaining
simultaneous communication among all the proces-
sors in the machine. This enhanced communication
ability comes with a high price tag. An intermedi-
ate solution where hardware switching is embedded
in a workstation distributed computing environment
will be shown to be a compromise between these two
options.
In this paper, we revisit the task of minimizing the
amount of total communication required between
processors. However, we avoid the temptation to
communicate less often than is consistent with the
baseline serial calculation so that the convergence of
the original scheme is exactly maintained. The pos-
sibility of improving the parallel performance of the
method by further restricting the amount of commu-
nication at different points in the multigrid sequence
will be investigated at a later time.
The following subsections describe the baseline
method against which all improvements are mea-
sured, and the modifications (associated with com-
munication overheads) developed under the present
work.
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Baseline Communication
The multiblock solver is parallelized by using a do-
main decomposition model, a SPMD (Single Pro-
gram Multiple Data) strategy, and the MPI Library
for message passing.
The baseline parallel scheme is exactly consistent
with the serial multiblock solution: the results pro-
duced by both programs are identical, including the
convergence history of the method. Updates to the
solution vector in all processors occur at every stage
of the Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme and in
every level of a multigrid W-cycle. In addition,
the baseline computations are performed with 64-bit
arithmetic. Therefore, flow residuals in the calcula-
tion can be converged approximately 13 orders-of-
magnitude before roundoff effects stall the conver-
gence process.
The multiblock strategy adopted in this work allows
the independent update of the internal cells of ev-
ery block in the mesh by using a halo or ghost cell
approach. The information in this halo of cells sur-
rounding each block is transferred from the corre-
sponding physical cells in the interior of the neigh-
boring blocks. The baseline scheme utilizes a three-
pass communication model which allows for the com-
putation of solutions on arbitrarily oriented multi-
block meshes.
Under this model, updated halo information is trans-
ferred across the six faces of each block during each
phase of the three-pass communication. The first
pass transfers face information, the second pass pro-
vides edge data, and the final pass is required to
update the solution across the block corners. With
this three-pass approach, each block is guaranteed to
have the proper information in its complete halo (in-
cluding edges and corners) regardless of the topology
of the mesh. This is a particularly challenging sit-
uation when more than four blocks meet at a given
edge. The double halo is used to compute the third-
order artificial dissipation terms while preserving a
fully conservative scheme. Although the current dis-
cretization of the viscous fluxes requires only a single
level halo, future variations which require the pres-
ence of a double halo can be accommodated with
this procedure.
In addition to the above, the blocks of the baseline
solution are distributed to the individual processors
in such a manner that the total number of unknowns
per processor is as evenly loaded as possible. While
finding the optimum distribution is recognized to be
an NP-Complete problem, a simple algorithm is em-
ployed which routinely yields a load balancing in
the neighborhood of the optimum. The essence of
this algorithm is to take the largest of the remaining
blocks (yet to be distributed) and assign it to the
Processor Ncells Cell-Ratio
1 185,088 1.007
2 185,088 1.007
3 182,400 0.993
4 182,400 0.993
Table 1: Baseline Load-Balance for the Benchmark
Test Case on 4-Processors.
processor with the smallest current load. Repeating
this procedure until all blocks have been distributed,
an effective load balance algorithm is obtained. Ta-
ble 1 illustrates the effectiveness of this algorithm
for our benchmarking test case.
The test case of Table 1 is used to benchmark the
effectiveness of the enhancements described below.
It is a 72-block grid about a wing-fuselage-nacelle
geometry. The total number of cells in the system
is 734,976. Of these, roughly 300,000 are halo cells.
This case was chosen specifically because it accentu-
ates the penalty of communication. Yet, on a high-
speed, low-latency network such as those on the IBM
SP2 or the SGI Origin2000, the corresponding flow
solutions scale reasonably with the number of pro-
cessors.
One-Pass Communication Model
The use of the original three-pass communication
model was necessary for handling a completely gen-
eral block structure. Drawbacks of this approach
are that redundant communications are performed
and that the second and third passes must wait un-
til the previous passes have completed before they
are started.
The source of redundant data passing can be seen
by following the flow of information from one block
to a neighboring block coincident with an edge or a
corner of the originating block. For example, across
an edge, information from one block to another (lo-
cated above and to the right) can flow in one of two
ways. Firstly, the data could flow from the origi-
nating block to its right-hand neighbor, then this
information could be transferred from this neigh-
bor to the block directly above it. Alternatively,
the data could first move upward, then to the right.
Because of the complexity involved in determining
which path the data should flow along and which
it should not, the baseline three-pass model trans-
fers the information in both directions. Similarly,
for communications across corners, this redundancy
is three-fold.
Hence, an obvious source of improvement is to re-
move redundant data transfers from the communi-
cations model. This is accomplished by adopting
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Processor II 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 II MPI II Processor II 1 I 2 I 3 ' I 4 II MPI I
1 22,848 30,080 27,040 12,960 70,080 1 17,504 26,480 21,128 13,744 61,352
2 30,080 23,296 5,376 20,224 55,680 2 26,496 17,696 8,264 16,264 51,024
3 27,040 5,376 21,248 31,648 64,064 3 21,232 8,256 16,792 27,864 57,352
4 12,960 20,224 31,648 12,992 64,832 4 13,776 16,232 27,768 10,136 57,776
MPI II70,080I 55,680 I64,064 I64,832H 254,656I] MPI II61,504I 50,968 I57,160 I57,872 II227,504I
Table 2: Three-Pass Communication Matrix using
the Baseline Load-Balance.
Table 3: One-Pass Communication Matrix using the
Baseline Load-Balance.
a single-pass scheme which reproduces exactly the
end state of the original three-pass model. In or-
der to ensure that the the one-pass communication
model produces results identical to the three-pass
approach, the original three-pass model is used to
initialize the communication lists of the one-pass
method. This is accomplished in the following man-
ner: after the blocks of the grid system have been as-
signed to an appropriate processor through the load
balancing procedure, the solution vector is colored
with information that describes its starting location
prior to any communication. This encoding includes
information such as block and processor numbers
and local cell indices. With this state set, the so-
lution vector is processed with the original three-
pass communication model. Upon completion of this
data transfer, every halo cell in the distributed sys-
tem has been reset with information which points
back to its origin, i.e. block number, processor num-
ber and "distant" cell index. At this stage, new com-
munication lists are constructed and returned to the
source processor which stores them for future use by
the one-pass model.
Tables 2 and 3 illustrate the reduction in commu-
nication achieved for the one-pass model. These
tables provide the communication matrix (for the
finest mesh in the multigrid sequence) of message
sizes for each communication approach. The diago-
nal terms of these matrices correspond to messages
that a processor needs to send to itself. For this
kind of message, the present method uses a local
memory copy instead of an actual MPI (Message-
Passing Interface) message, which is used for inter-
processor communication. For the benchmark test
case, the one-pass model reduces the total message
length by about 11% on the fine mesh. However,
because there is no forced synchronization between
passes as in the three-pass model, the overhead re-
duction approaches 25%.
Delta Updates
In the baseline code, communication always trans-
ferred the actual values of the solution vector. In
order to preserve 64-bit accuracy, all of these values
were transferred as 64-bit floating-point numbers. In
the present one-pass model, an additional choice of
communication model has been implemented. We
refer to this communication model as the delta up-
date procedure.
The purpose of including a delta form in the present
work is motivated by the fact that these delta in-
crements can be transferred as 32-bit numbers while
maintaining 64-bit accuracy in the converged solu-
tion. Naturally, maintaining this level of precision
during the course of convergence requires an occa-
sional reset of the halo values with a 64-bit commu-
nication, although the large majority of the commu-
nication is now performed using only single precision
32-bit numbers. For this occasional reset, we have
maintained the capability to transfer actual full pre-
cision values of the solution vector.
For all practical purposes, the communication over-
head of the new delta form is half that of the baseline
(full precision) transfers.
Communication-Weighted Load Balancing
As mentioned above, the original load-balancing al-
gorithm was guided solely by the number of cells
being distributed to the complete set of processors.
This form of load balancing has proved to be quite
acceptable for platforms with state-of-the-art com-
munication capabilities such as the IBM SP2. How-
ever, for a cluster of workstations linked together
with a lower performance network, this technique
can be further refined.
A new load-balancing algorithm has been developed
which includes the penalties associated with out-of-
processor communication. In this setting, the load
is defined as the time it takes each processor to com-
plete all of its tasks-numerical processing as well as
sending and receiving the necessary messages. The
predicted times of each of these tasks are derived us-
ing experimentally obtained MFLOPS (Millions of
Floating Point Operations per Second) ratings, and
the MPI latency and bandwidth values associated
with the particular distributed platform.
The new load-balancing algorithm is very similar to
that of the original method, but the "size" of each
block is now initialized assuming that the informa-
tion of all halo cells will be transferred to another
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LATENCY BANDWIDTH
PLATFORM MFLOPS (_-sec) (MBytes/s)
SP2 Switch US 50 43 35.0
SP2 Switch IP 50 285 13.0
HP/J280-100BaseT 30 290 7.0
HP/J280-ethernet 30 600 0.8
Table 4: Observed Capacities of Various Platforms.
processor. The algorithm then proceeds by taking
the largest of the remaining blocks (yet to be dis-
tributed) and temporarily assigning it to every pro-
cessor. When assigned to each processor, a tempo-
rary update of the load of that processor is made by
adding the size of the current block to that proces-
sor's previous load. This assignment is rewarded by
a decrease in the equivalent size if neighboring blocks
are already assigned to that processor and thus no
communication is necessary. After all temporary as-
signments have been done, the processor whose load
is the smallest after the assignment is selected and
the block is permanently assigned to that processor.
The previous steps are repeated until all blocks have
been distributed.
Table 4 provides representative values for the IBM
SP2 using the switch in User Space mode (high
performance communication mode), for the switch
and IP (Internet Protocol), and for an HP worksta-
tion cluster of J280s using switched-100BaseT and
standard ethernet. These values have been exper-
imentally observed and may vary from site to site.
They correspond to the measured values of latency
and bandwidth using various implementations of the
MPI standard on the different platforms mentioned
above. They are not the manufacturer's published
data for the communication hardware. It is inter-
esting to note that the values of latency and band-
width obtained for the switched-100BaseT network
are quite close to those for the IBM SP2 system
communicating in IP mode. Therefore, the SP2 can
be used to simulate large networks of workstations
linked together by a switched-100BaseT network.
Using the network characteristics for the HP cluster
on standard ethernet, a new distribution of blocks is
obtained. This distribution is provided in Table 5.
Comparing it with Table 1, it is noticed that the
number of cells per processor is not nearly as well
"balanced" as before. Yet, the solution's cycle time
of the new distribution on the HP cluster using an
ethernet network is only 57.46 seconds as compared
with the original cycle time of 108.38 seconds.
The secret of this performance improvement can be
seen by comparing the communication matrices of
the original load-balanced distribution with that of
the improved one. This information is provided by
Tables 3 and 6, respectively. Notice that the new
Processor Ncells Cell-Ratio
1 169,536 0.923
2 203, 136 1.106
3 188,544
4 173,760
1.026
0.946
Table 5: New Load-Balance for the Benchmark Test
Case on 4-Processors.
Processor II 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 II MPI
1 28,848 11,888 16,736 4,304 32,928
2 11,968 42,168 2,368 16,328 30,664
3 16,744 2,552 43,840 11,696 30,992
4 4,456 16,576 11,648 35,384 32,680
MPI U 33,168 [ 31,016 ] 30,752 [ 32,328 II 127,264
Table 6: One-Pass Communication Matrix using the
New Load-Balance.
load-balancing algorithm has done an effective job
of reducing the amount of data to be transferred via
MPI. Under the baseline distribution, MPI messages
are used to set a total of 227,504 halo cells in the fine
mesh. Using the new load-balancing algorithm, MPI
calls are only responsible for resetting now 127,264
halo cells. This is accomplished by increasing the
amount of data transfer each processor does with
itself (i.e., in a global sense, communication is drawn
toward the diagonal of these matrices).
Single-Layer Halo Communication
In the baseline method, we stated that a double-
layer halo surrounds each block and it is utilized
to facilitate calculation of the third-order artificial
dissipation fluxes. However, upon close inspection
of the 5-stage Runge-Kutta scheme and multigrid
processes, we note that the dissipative fluxes are not
recomputed as often as the solution updates occur.
In particular, these dissipative terms are typically
reset only during the odd stages of Runge-Kutta on
the finest mesh and never computed in any of the
coarser levels of the multigrid scheme.
Immediately, we can omit transferring the outer-
layer halo data during the even (of five) stages of
Runge-Kutta in the fine mesh. This reduces the fine-
mesh communication by 20%.
For a 4-level multigrid W-cycle in the baseline code,
more than 45% of the total data transferred during
the cycle resides in the coarser-level meshes, tt By
updating only the data of the inner halo during the
coarse-level communication, an additional improve-
ment is realized.
ttA W-cycle with four levels of multigrid traverses the
second-level grid exactly twice when communication is in-
volved; four times in the third and fourth levels. The number
of halo cells of a coarse-mesh is at least one-fourth that of
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Theabovetwoimprovementscombineto reducethe
total amountof datatransferredpermultigridcy-
cle. Relativeto the baselinecommunication,this
reductionin overheadis between33.3%and54.7%,
dependingonthegranularityof themeshinvolved.
Communication Improvement Summary
For the 72-block mesh in question, the relative im-
provements in communication overhead with respect
to the original scheme can be summarized as follows:
• 20% reduction in overhead with one-pass
(benchmark).
• 50% reduction in overhead with delta form (in
general).
• 50% reduction in overhead with new load bal-
ancer (benchmark, ethernet).
• 33%-55% reduction in overhead with single-halo
transfers (in general).
• Communication reduced by a minimum of 75%
when combined.
RESULTS
Design Results
The design test cases to be presented here will focus
on the wing redesign of a typical transonic business
jet. The designs will be carried out independently
using the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The
discussion will conclude with comparisons between
the final Euler and Navier-Stokes designs. For the
Euler design case, reference [50] gives a treatment of
the reliability of the flow solver as well as "the abil-
ity of the adjoint method to provide accurate gradi-
ents very efficiently. With regard to the validity of
the Navier-Stokes case, a comparison will be made
for the initial configuration using both the inviscid
and the viscous equations. The adjoint gradients
for the Navier-Stokes test case will not be compared
with finite difference calculations for two reasons.
First, since the adjoint used to obtain the gradients
is not of the viscous type, it is understood and ac-
cepted that it will not produce gradients that are
consistent with the finite difference approach. Sec-
ondly, the computational cost of obtaining finite dif-
ference gradients for the Navier-Stokes design on a
large three-dimensional test case is prohibitive. In
order to obtain accurate finite difference gradients,
the next finer mesh. Hence, the baseline communication in
the coarse grids is at least 81% as intense as it is in the finest
mesh. Further study of a grid with only one interior cell in the
fourth-level mesh shows that the baseline communication in
the coarser grids can approach 183% that of the finest mesh.
the flow solution must be converged at least two or
three orders more than is necessary for adjoint gra-
dients [52, 39]. Navier-Stokes solvers with their no-
toriously slow convergence would take an unaccept-
able number of iterations to achieve such a level of
convergence.
Flow Solver Comparison
In the design demonstration of the multiblock op-
timization algorithm to follow, a typical transonic
business jet configuration is considered. The same
geometry was also studied in [50, 15, 49]. Here
the complete configuration including wing, body, na-
celle, pylon, vertical tail, and horizontal tail will be
used. Prior to the start of the designs, flow analyses
were completed using the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations.
Two alternative meshes were constructed that
shared the same block topologies and differed only
in the normal wall spacings and cell counts. The
meshes were both created with a general C-O topol-
ogy and flow-through nacelles. Both meshes fea-
tured 240 blocks, with the Euler mesh having 4.1
million computational cells and the Navier-Stokes
mesh having 5.8 million computational cells. The
relative ratio between the two is smaller than ex-
pected since the Euler mesh was constructed from
the Navier-Stokes mesh simply by coarsening in
the viscous direction. Fhrthermore, while complete
configurations are being modeled, only the wing is
treated as a viscous solid surface. The other compo-
nents are handled with inviscid boundary conditions.
A single flow calculation for the Euler solution using
200 multigrid cycles converges 5 orders of magni-
tude in 0.8 hours of wall clock time on 32 processors
of an IBM SP2 machine. By comparison, a Navier-
Stokes analysis uses 300 multigrid cycles to converge
4.7 orders of magnitude and consumes 2.0 hours of
wall clock time on 32 processors of an IBM SP2 ma-
chine. An Euler and a Navier-Stokes solution are
compared for the baseline configuration at the same
over-design flight conditions and compared in Figure
(1). The Cp distributions depicted in the figure show
the usual trend of having the shock strength and
location being moved forward for the viscous anal-
ysis when compared to the inviscid analysis. The
Navier-Stokes calculation was carried out using an
all-turbulent boundary layer with a Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model. The wall normal spacing of the
first cell was such that at the cruise condition a
y+ = 1 would be attained at the half span trail-
ing edge assuming a fiat plate turbulent boundary
layer. At the cruise condition (M = 0.80 and an
altitude of 40,000 ft) the Reynolds number is 1.45
million/ft.
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Thewingsweepfor thedesignis a low20degrees.
Thus,with thethickairfoilsectionsfeaturedin the
configuration,it representsa challengeto contain
wavedragat themoderateMachnumbersofits de-
signpoint (M = 0.75 - 0.82). Although they are
not presented here, correlations of the wing pressure
distributions have been obtained with experimental
data. The comparisons with tunnel data are excel-
lent except for a 5% difference in the location of the
upper surface shock for the inviscid analysis. The
Navier-Stokes solutions virtually overlay the wind
tunnel data.
Inviscid Transonic Flow Constrained Aircraft Design
The Euler mesh described above was used during
an inviscid redesign of the wing in the presence of
the complete configuration. The baseline configu-
ration was designed for flight at M = 0.80 with a
CL ----0.30. In this inviscid design case, a single point
constrained design is attempted in which the Mach
number and CL are pushed to 0.82 and 0.35 respec-
tively. The objective is to minimize configuration
pressure drag at a fixed lift coefficient by modifying
the wing shape. Eighteen Hicks-Henne design vari-
ables were chosen for six wing defining sections for
a total of 108 design variables. Spar thickness con-
straints were also enforced at each defining station
at x/c = 0.2 and x/c = 0.8. Maximum thickness
was forced to be preserved at x/c = 0.4 for all six
defining sections. Each section was also constrained
to have the thickness preserved at x/c = 0.95 to en-
sure an adequate included angle at the trailing edge.
A total of 55 linear geometric constraints were im-
posed on the configuration. Figure (2) shows over-
lays of the C r distributions for the initial and final
design after 6 NPSOL design iterations at four sta-
tions along the wing. It is seen that the final result
has reached a near-shock-free condition over much
of the outboard wing panel. The drop in complete
configuration pressure drag for this case was 24.6%.
Noting that most of this drag reduction came from a
decrease in wing wave drag implies that further im-
provements may be possible through the reshaping
of other components. The program took 13.5 hours
to complete 6 design cycles on 32 processors of an
IBM SP2.
Viscous Transonic Flow Constrained Aircraft Design
In a second design example for this complete busi-
ness jet configuration, a viscous redesign of the wing
is attempted. The design point is again Chosen to
be Mach = 0.82 with a CL = 0.35. Again the design
algorithm, this time with a no-slip boundary condi-
tion on the wing and the viscous terms turned on,
is run in drag minimization mode. Figure (3) shows
an iso-Cp colored representation of the initial design
and the final design after 5 NPSOL design iterations.
It is clearly seen that the rather low Cp region ter-
minated by a strong shock spanning the entire wing
upper surface has been largely eliminated in the fi-
nal design. Figure (4) shows the initial and final
Cp distributions achieved using the same 108 design
variables and 55 geometric constraints employed for
the inviscid test case. Note that the strong shocks
present on both the upper and lower surfaces in the
initial configuration have been eliminated. Further-
more, it is apparent that the character of the changes
to the pressure distribution follow those that oc-
curred for the Euler based design to some extent.
The main difference is that the Navier-Stokes de-
sign tends to have a more benign behavior in the
pressure distributions. The overall pressure drag for
the complete configuration was reduced by 21.5%.
Before proceeding t() the next section, it should be
noted that these business jet design examples are
only representative of the potential for automated
design, and are not intended to provide designs for
actual construction. First, in each case only 5 or 6
NPSOL steps were taken where considerably more
could have improved the designs slightly. More im-
portantly, since these are only single point designs,
either may suffer unacceptable off-design behavior.
In our most recent previous paper [49] we treated
the case of inviscid design at multiple design points
while here we address the case of viscous design at a
single design point. Eventually, both the multipoint
and viscous design capabilities must be treated con-
currently. The calculation took 28 hours to complete
5 design cycles on 32 processors of a IBM SP2.
Crosscheck
To see the difference between the two design cases
explored here the Euler based design was reanalyzed
using the Navier-Stokes equations. The mesh for
this cross check was created by entering the design
variable coefficients produced from the Euler design
process into a set of inputs for a Navier-Stokes anal-
ysis. The result of this reanalysis is shown in Figure
(5). It is seen that the wing designed using the new
Navier-Stokes approach employed here has slightly
weaker shocks than the one designed via the use of
the inviscid approach. This conclusion is also sup-
ported by the fact that the drag improvement for
the Euler design analyzed with the Navier-Stokes
equations has a 20.5% improvement as contrasted
with the 21.5% for the Navier-Stokes based design.
However, it isseen from these two designs that the
Euler strategy did not perform at all poorly and in-
deed was able to achieve much of the improvement
that was possible from a Navier-Stokes based design
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method.Thisconclusionmustbetakenwithcaution
sincethesensitivityofthepressuredistributionsto
thepresenceof theboundarylayercanvarywidely
dependingon theconfiguration.Furthermore,had
weusedatrueviscousadjointit mayhavebeenpos-
sibleto lowerthepressuredragfortheconfiguration
evenfurther. Clearly,muchfurthertestingof the
designapproachesdevelopedhereis needed.These
calculationsmustbetakenasthepreliminarysteps
towardsNavier-Stokesbasedaircraftdesign.
Parallel Performance of the Method
The following section presents a series of parallel
scalability curves for the baseline code with the var-
ious added improvements to reduce the communica-
tion overhead. The scalability study was conducted
for two different meshes whose ratio of computation
vs. communication was chosen to be at both ends of
the spectrum. The first mesh is the benchmark mesh
referred to above. This mesh consists of 72 blocks
of varying sizes and has a total of 734,976 cells of
which over 300,000 reside in the halos. As one can
see, the results on this mesh will provide an extreme
test of the scalability of the method since a large
part of the time will be spent in the communication
process. The second mesh is referred to as the fine
mesh and consists of 48 blocks of different sizes with
a total of 2.5 million cells, from which about 600,000
reside in the halos. This mesh has a much higher
ratio of computation to communication, and there-
fore, the parallel scalability of the code is expected to
improve when compared with the benchmark mesh.
Nevertheless, the contrast provided between the re-
sults in the two meshes is intended to be illustrative
of the range of performance that can be expected for
meshes of varying sizes.
Scalability studies were conducted on a range of
platforms whose performance characteristics are pre-
sented in Table 4. These platforms include the
very high performance communication network of
the IBM SP2 (in User Space mode) and networks of
workstations connected via standard 10BaseT eth-
ernet as well as a higher performance (although still
low cost) switched-100BaseT fast ethernet network.
For the benchmark mesh, the range 1 - 16 was se-
lected for the number of processors, whereas for the
fine mesh, 4 - 32 was selected instead. This latter
choice results from the inability to fit this large size
calculation in a number of processors smaller than 4.
In order to present speedup data for this mesh, the
best achievable timing for a one processor calcula-
tion was derived from the measurements of compu-
tational time (not communication) observed for the
4 processor case. It will be seen from the data that
for this mesh the program must scale at worst lin-
early between 1 and 4 processors and therefore our
timing assumption is conservative.
Figures 6-8 present the results obtained for the
benchmark mesh using the IBM SP2 in User Space
and Internet Protocol modes and the cluster of work-
stations using switched-100BaseT for both the base-
line and the improved load balancing algorithms.
Since the SP2 in User Space Mode has a very high
performance network, the impact of the use of dif-
ferent load balancing techniques is small. For ex-
ample, the parallel speedup for the 1-pass, single
precision scheme using 16 processors remained vir-
tually unchanged from 11.88 to 11.89. When used
in IP mode (a lower performance network that very
well simulates the results on the network of work-
stations linked via switched-100BaseT) the results
of improved load balancing schemes start to show
up. For the same communication algorithm and the
same mesh, the parallel speedup improved from 8.46
to 8.70 using 16 processors. Using 8 processors on
the switched-100BaseT network for the same algo-
rithm, the parallel speedup improves from 3.212 to
3.645. These results are even more dramatic for the
case of the lowest performance network: unswitched
10BaseT (ethernet). In this case, the use of the im-
proved load balancing scheme decreased the time to
complete one multigrid iteration from 108.38 seconds
to 57.46 seconds using 4 processors in the network.
A more interesting point addressed by the results in
these scalability plots is the increase in performance
derived from successive improvements to the com-
munication algorithm. Figures 6a, 7a, and 8a show
the progression from the 3-pass and double precision
scheme to the 1-pass and double precision, 1-pass
and single precision, and 1-pass and single precision
with single level halo schemes using the IBM SP2 in
both US and IP modes and the network of switched-
100BaseT workstations. These results use the orig-
inal load balancing technique. Similar conclusions
can be obtained from Figures 6b, 7b, and 8b which
use the improved load balancing algorithm. For the
US results, the parallel speedup using 16 processors
improved from 10.41 to 13.00. For the IP results, the
improvement is larger (as expected from the use of
a lower performance communication network): par-
allel scalability for the same number of processors
improved from 7.11 to 10.69. It must be noted that
in both cases, there is an upper limit to the parallel
scalability achievable by the scheme derived from the
impossibility of evenly load balancing a calculation
in which the sizes of the different blocks in the mesh
vary. For this case, this upper limit on parallel scala-
bility using 16 processors is found to be 14.9, which is
very close to the actual achieved value using the IBM
SP2 in US mode, considering the highly communica-
tive nature of the benchmark mesh. At the same
time, the results for the switched-100BaseT network
of workstations using 8 processors show an improve-
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mentinparallelscalabilityfrom2.98to 5.41,point-
ingout howmuchmoreimportantthesesuccessive
communicationimprovementsarefornetworkswith
lowerperformance.Fromthesedata,it is clearly
seenthat a highperformancemessagepassingim-
plementationisessentialto allowtheeffectiveuseof
networksof workstations.
A moreclearrepresentationof the improvement
in communicationperformancecanbeseenin Fig-
ure9awherethe parallelscalabilityresultsusing
theIBM SP2USandIP modesforthebenchmark
meshhavebeenoverlaid.Thelowercurveshowsthe
speedupobtainedusingtheoriginalscheme(3-pass,
doubleprecision)with theSP2inUSmode,whereas
theuppercurveshowsthespeedupof theimproved
scheme(1-pass,singleprecision,singlelevelhalo)
usingtheSP2in thelowerperformanceIPcommu-
nicationmode.SincetheIP modeisrepresentative
ofaswitched-faste hernetnetworkofworkstations,
onecandeducefromthis graphthat the improve-
mentsin communicationperformanceintroducedin
thisworkmaketheuseof networksof workstations
forthedesignprocessentirelyfeasible.
All thesescalabilitystudieswererepeatedfor the
finemeshwith48blocksand2.5millioncells.The
difficultieswithparallelscalabilityexhibitedbythe
previousfiguresare substantially ameliorated. In
the interest of space, only a summary is presented in
Figure 9b where the results using up to 32 processors
are presented for the IBM SP2 in US mode and the
different variations in communication algorithms. It
can be seen that the communication improvements
shift the scalability curve slightly upwards. This
shift is small since for numbers of processors up to
16 the ratio of communication time to processing
time is very small. Note that some of the calcula-
tions exhibit superlinear speedup for some numbers
of processors; this effect has been observed previ-
ously [12] and is attributed to a better utilization of
the processor cache resulting from a decrease in size
of the datasets that the processor operates on. The
decrease in performance for the 32 processor results
is a consequence of the poor load balancing that can
be obtained with a mesh that only has 48 blocks.
Although not reported in any of the figures,
scalability studies were performed for the base-
line unswitched ethernet network of workstations
(10BaseT). This communication fabric has the lim-
itation that the total bandwidth of the system re-
mains constant, independent of the number of pro-
cessors in the calculation. This lack of bandwidth
scalability results from the very nature of ethernet
communication; the network can be used by only
one processor at a time. Table 7 shows the re-
sults for the parallel speedups obtained using the
baseline algorithm (original load balancing, 3-pass,
No. Processors Baseline Optimized
1 1.000 1.000
2 0.768 1.552
4 0.688 2.301
8 1.493
Table 7: Parallel Speedups for the Baseline and Op-
timized Communication Schemes Using unswitched
Ethernet (10BaseT)
double precision) and the improved communication
(new load balancing, 1-pass, single precision, sin-
gle level halo). The disappointing performance of
this network clearly points out that typical ethernet
networks are not suitable for parallel computations
such as these ones which place a high demand on
the communication layer. Despite this negative re-
sult, it is apparent that the new communication al-
gorithms dramatically improved the performance of
the method.
CONCLUSIONS
A general aerodynamic shape optimization method
has been developed and demonstrated for the case
of Euler and Navier-Stokes automatic redesign of
a complete aircraft configurations in transonic flow.
The design method is implemented, on distributed
memory systems (including parallel computers and
distributed networks of workstations) using the MPI
Standard and it achieves excellent scalability in all
platforms except for the simple unswitched-Ethernet
case (10BaseT). For a full configuration viscous
mesh containing 5.8 million cells and 240 blocks, a
complete design including a total of 5 design itera-
tions can be completed in 28 hours using 32 proces-
sors of an IBM SP2 system. The present method
uses the Navier-Stokes equations for the solution of
the flow and an inviscid adjoint solver for the calcu-
lation of the gradient information. Further research
and development work is required to assess the ap-
plicability and usefulness of a viscous adjoint tech-
nique.
With the present method, the automatic aerody-
namic design of complex aircraft configurations us-
ing a high fidelity viscous flow model based on the
RANS equations becomes feasible on the current
generation of parallel computers. Moreover, the ap-
plicability of the method is demonstrated for use in
networks of workstations with a moderate invest-
ment in networking resources (switched-100BaseT).
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M = 0.82, CL = 0.35
- - -, Euler Solution Pressure Distribution.
--, Navier-Stokes Solution Pressure Distribution.
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Figure 2: Business Jet Configuration. Euler Based Drag Minimization at Fixed Lift.
M = 0.82, CL = 0.35
108 Hicks-Henne variables. Spar Constraints Active.
- - -, Initial Pressures
--, Pressures After 6 Design Cycles.
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3a: Baseline Design
3b: Optimized Design
Figure 3: Transonic Business Jet Configm_ation
lso-C_ Contom's, Navier-Stokes.
Baseline and Optimized Designs.
M = 0.82, CL = 0.35
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Figure 4: Business Jet Configuration. Navier-Stokes Based Drag Minimization at Fixed Lift.
M = 0.82, CL = 0.35
108 Hicks-Henne variables. Spar Constraints Active.
- - -, Initial Pressures
--, Pressures After 5 Design Cycles.
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Figure 5: Business Jet Configuration. Comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes Designs.
M = 0.82, CL = 0.35
108 Hicks-Henne variables. Spar Constraints Active.
- - -, Navier-Stokes Pressures for Euler Based Design.
--, Navier-Stokes Pressures for Navier-Stokes Based Design.
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6b: Improved Load Balancing Scheme.
Figure 6: Parallel Speedup for Benchmark Mesh Using the IBM SP2 in User Space Mode
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7a: Original Load Balancing Scheme.
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7b: Improved Load Balancing Scheme.
Figure 7: Parallel Speedup for Benchmark Mesh Using the IBM SP2 in Internet Protocol Mode
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Figure 8: Parallel Speedup for Benchmark Mesh Using the HP Cluster with Switched-100BaseT Fast
Ethernet
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9a: Comparison Between IBM SP2 US and IP Modes
for the Benchmark Mesh.
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9b: Parallel Speedups for Fine Mesh.
Figure 9: Parallel Speedup Comparison Results for Benchmark and Fine Meshes
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